Products & Services

3d Printing
UVR Printing
Banners
Posters
Collateral
Backdrops
3D Wall Carving
Stained Glass
Electrical Signs
Linoleum
Laser Cutting
Engraving
Diffusions
Decals
Duratrans
Routing
Vehicles
Wallpapers
Fine Art
Murals
Acrylic
Glass
Wood
Fabric
Metal
Foam
Flooring

Setting a new standard for Graphics Production & Designs

Dangling Carrot Creative

danglingcarrotcreative.com
Who We Are

With 50 Years of combined experience in the graphics and film industries, *Dangling Carrot Creative* is a graphics design and production house based in the greater Los Angeles area with satellite production facilities in the Atlanta area. True to our name, we aim to lure, tempt and entice - offering truly great results.

Our approach combines ingenuity, flair and tenacity-empowering Art Directors and Production Designers as well as Set Decorators with tools and products never before available to them.

At Dangling Carrot you will get an idea-rich approach that’s a world apart from typical graphics manufacturers.

Fine Art

Dangling Carrot uses the Highest Resolution printers in the industry, making your canvas or photo prints a snap with perfect color time after time. Need a gallery wrap? No problem with DCC. From Paper posters to Giclee prints with Texture, DCC does it all!
Dangling Carrot Creative is proud to present one of the largest 3-D Printers available in the industry. Our machine can produce life-like, full-size, 3-D prints at a size of up to 4’x5’x6’ tall. And with the ability to effortlessly seam together multiple pieces, the final size possibilities are endless! We also offer full finishing services for your 3-D project, including texturizing, painting, and more.
UV REACTIVE PRINTING

UVR - UV Reactive Printing is a patented process which allows your backdrops to be flat against a wall and still be able to achieve Day/Night effects all with one lighting source from the front. This technology is the ultimate in space saving technology with results that are more realistic than your typical day/Night backdrops. Even if only using as a day drop, the ultra realistic and lifelike results of this printing needs to be seen to be believed.

WALLPAPER / FLOORING

Dangling Carrot Creative is proud to partner with DigitalDecor to offer the unique capabilities of creating custom wallpaper and flooring...All designed by you! With unmatched control over YOUR patterns/colors and textures, we're sure this new tool will give you some amazing ideas for use. Our lightning quick turnaround for all wallpaper and flooring means you can count on us to deliver on time. Come on in and see what's possible, or visit us online for easy-to-use, web-based ordering.
**Banners**

Posters  
Backdrops  
Fine Art  
Signs  
Diffusions  
Decals  
Duratrans  
Routing  
Glass  
Wood  
Acrylic  
Fabric

**Electrical Signs**

LED Signs, Can Signs, Neon Signs, DCC produces all types of electrical signs including specially backlit acrylic signs.

**Specialty Work**

Dangling Carrot Creative loves specialty work. We can print on tree leaves, roses, ceramic tiles, glass, doors, cabinets, paper bags, plastic bags, bubble wrap, foam, wood and metal to name just a few. Here are just a few examples of our custom work!

**Bus Wraps & Vehicle Graphics**

From covering a gymnasium floor to wrapping a 747, Dangling Carrot will give you reliable advice every time with the proper choice of materials for the job. Simple vinyl cut graphics are also available.

**Vinyl Lettering & Graphics**

Storefront Vinyl Graphics, Floor Graphics, Product Labels, Beer Labels, etc. Both printed & die cut. Simple colored vinyl graphics are both available.

**Banners**

Using up to 16 foot wide presses - Solvent, UV, and Die Sub, DCC can produce Fabric, Vinyl, Canvas Backlit and Mesh banners with any finish you require at any size. We heat seam, sew and grommet to your specifications with turn-around times faster than others in the industry.
**Backdrops**
Both Day and Day/Night Drops are produced in a flash with unmatched quality. DCC can design the artwork for the night side or you can provide it. Our drops are a value not offered in this industry. We use the best of materials and are able to produce drops at any size you request.

**3D Walls**
These 3D Wall Panels are now being offered in two different grades: Permanent & Temporary. Walls are routed from MDF or Foam Panels or we can Vacuum form them for a more economical solution. Many finishes are available for both versions and Custom patterns are being designed daily. See our online library for patterns or send us your own!

**Short Run Digital Printing**
Our new online ordering solution now offers you the ability to print Business Cards, Brochures, Catalogs, and Book Covers, plus much more, all without ever having to speak with anyone. Design it, Get the price, Place the order and our automated system takes over! All of this including delivery can happen within 24 hours. We are sure you will love it.

**3D Routing**
Custom 3D Carved Signs, Ornamental Pieces, Moldings, Window Screens, Elaborate Sign from foam or wood, we can do it!

**Laser Engraving**
Door Plaques, Engraved Signs & specialty laser cutting services also available.
**Stained Glass**

Stained Glass with Raised Leading with Real Glass, Acrylic, Polygal and many more base substrates.

**Embossed Printing**

Special Effects Printing Techniques allow us to accomplish a variety of looks and styles.

**Diffusion Panels**

Complete diffusion walls with any pattern at any density, the sky is the limit with this product. You will be amazed at the versatility DCC can create with Glass, Acrylic, Polygal and many more base substrates. Static Clings are also available.
Complete Set Services
Show us your set and we will help provide patterns, textures and ideas to add flair to your designs. Show us your fabric and we will help compliment it with the right wallpaper or flooring. We will come to your set and work with your construction department to provide unmatched service to make your job easier.

Routing
5’x10’ routing services are available to cut most material including wood, foam, metal, plastics, cardboard, acrylics and much more. We can cut for you or incorporate it into your graphics needs by printing and cutting creating standees, dimensional signs, Metal Signs, Backlit Signs etc.

Flooring
From Linoleum to hard board flooring, DCC can replicate or create custom patterns - all produced within days of receiving a picture of what is desired. DCC will handle it from start to finish.

Design Services
Logo Design, Signage Design, Texture and Pattern Design, our Design team will make you look good every time and we know the meaning of deadlines.
CONTACT INFORMATION
DCC WEST – CORPORATE / PRODUCTION
27520 Avenue Mentry
Valencia, CA 91355
Telephone: 661-295-6610
Fax: 661-295-6699
dccwest@danglingcarrotcreative.com

DCC EAST – PRODUCTION – KENNESAW
3939 Royal Drive NW
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Phone: 770-792-1848
Fax: 770-792-1844
dcceast@danglingcarrotcreative.com

DCC EAST – PRODUCTION – PINEWOOD
500 Sandy Creek Road Building 2004
Suite 104 Fayetteville, GA 30214
Phone: 770-792-1848
Fax: 770-792-1844
dcceast@danglingcarrotcreative.com

DANGLINGCARROTCREATIVE.COM
TRUCKS SERVICING
LOS ANGELES AND
ATLANTA STUDIOS DAILY